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Klopotek Customer Service:
a wide range of services for our customers
“The relationships are strong and long-term”:
a talk with Ursula Eitzen, Head of Service
Delivery Management

Ursula, can you briefly describe your responsibilities as Head of Service Delivery
Management? How would you define your
daily work?
My most important task is to manage this specific field of the area ‘Managed Services’. Part
of this large area are the colleagues of the
Klopotek Service Desk, of the Technical Desk,
and – my responsibility – the Service Delivery
Managers who work in various locations in
Europe and the US.
Simply put, my field of work is all about giving
the needs of our customers the highest priority
to ensure their satisfaction. In our daily work,
this means smoothly fulfilling all agreements
that are part of our service contracts with our
customers. These agreements vary: some just
require removing errors, while others include
hosting services, assisting with configuration

processes and in-depth consulting at regular
intervals.
So, my day-to-day activities are quite varied: I
am in constant exchange with my colleagues,
I keep an eye on how our tickets are being resolved, I constantly enhance our standardized
reporting system, and I’m also responsible for
organizing the holidays of the Service Delivery
Managers and doing appraisals.
What does a Service Delivery Manager do,
exactly? What does their daily work involve –
and how many work for the Klopotek group?
As already briefly explained, ‘Managed Services’ is responsible for fulfilling our service
contracts. When creating these agreements,
we think about: What is the best protection
plan for the customer? What are the specific
needs? Does the customer have many and demanding requirements, or is support at a lower level, and less frequently, sufficient? There
is a large amount of options to ensure that
our customers get support tailored to their
individual needs.

It is the responsibility of every Service Delivery Manager – internally called SDM – to
make sure that the customers they cater for
are satisfied about the work we do for them.
As just explained, this can mean very different things. Some clients who don’t need much
support have a maintenance contract with us,
so we have to react to so-called ‘incidents’ in
a certain period of time. Others have complex
agreements with us, for example, regarding
functional and technical application management.
So, the service levels that have been agreed
can vary a great deal from company to company, and so do the needs of the customers
– their requirements depend on many factors:
Which elements of our software do they use?
Is it an in-house installation, or do we provide
hosting services to them? Do they have an internal Service Desk to contact us when they
need assistance? Are they in the process of
completing an IT or a restructuring project?
Bottom line, in some cases an SDM is more
or less just an administrator of the tickets
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a customer creates. But such a low level of
support is rather an exception than the rule.
In most cases, our SDMs are in close contact
with the publishers they work with, making
frequent phone calls; the relationships are
strong and long-term, so the SDMs know their
customers really well and can provide valuable and tailored consulting services to them.
Another task our Service Delivery Managers
are also involved in is updating – and upgrading with new versions – our customer systems
at regular intervals.
Currently there are eleven Service Delivery Managers; they are located in different
regions: the Benelux countries, Germany,
France, and the US.
Many people still perceive Customer Service
as a number to call in case of problems. Has
this changed – and if so, how would you describe delivering ‘modern Customer Service’?
In general, there’s nothing wrong with reaching out to your contact person via the phone,
is there?
You’re right – what I wanted to say is: many
people don’t want to call the Customer Service of a company because they’re afraid of
being in a long queue and, eventually, connected with other people who don’t know
about their issue …
Well, people like calling us, but the contact
channel most people use is our Ticketing
System.

An important milestone for us – and for our
customers – was introducing JIRA for the
Klopotek Service Desk in April 2019. As a
result of this, our Service Teams are now closer together – our customers can get better
and more direct access to more experts in
Customer Services.
For us, delivering excellent customer service means to ensure that the various clients
who need assistance can get in touch as soon
as possible with the specific colleagues at
Klopotek who can provide knowledge and
advice regarding the specific issues. We are
organized in co-called Domain Teams; the incoming tickets are automatically allocated to
these teams, so there is no loss of time resulting from reading incoming emails, thinking
about their topic and who could assist. Most
questions can be dealt with very soon by the
right person.
You played a crucial role in designing and
creating the Klopotek Service Desk which is
powered by JIRA as a tool. What has changed
and what do our customers say about this?
The feedback we’re getting is very positive.
Using the new Klopotek Service Desk, our
customers have a better view on their tickets;
they also have filtering and reporting options
that did previously not exist – at least not in
such a user-friendly way.
As a result of this, we’re better integrated
with the Software Development department;
they’ve been using JIRA for a while. And we

can employ better functionalities for reporting and task management, such as Kanban
Boards and dashboards.
Is the Klopotek Service Desk basically more or
less the same tool as JIRA?
No, it isn’t. Using JIRA, we integrated the
best elements of various ticketing tools, such
as Elementool but also Klopotek Bugtrace /
Webtrace, as this legacy solution also had its
strengths, and of knowledge management
systems such as Confluence.
What are the plans for the future of ‘Service
Delivery Management’?
The SDM Team will grow together more closely: not in a physical sense, as we’ll continue
working in different locations with different
types of customers and tasks. But one of our
goals for the near future is to create clear
standards, for example regarding updates,
the installation of our regular Standard Deliveries, the transition from the Klopotek Classic
Line to STREAM, internal and external reporting, among many other fields of work.
Ursula, many thanks for providing these
insights.
(Questions: Stefan Kaufer)
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Tickets that have been created, as well as all
incoming calls and e-mails, are allocated to
the employees who are specialists in the field
the inquiry is about. At Klopotek, our fields of
knowledge and services are structured as outlined below (obviously, there are overlappings
and knowledge is shared across all areas):

PROJECT SERVICES
Klopotek’s Customer Service is so much more
than just a number to dial in case of questions or issues. The scope of services provided
to our customers via various channels ranges
from professional and technical support to
implementing Business Intelligence solutions
and assisting with optimizing specific publishing-related processes.

Having logged into the Klopotek Service Desk,
powered by JIRA, our customers simply create
a ticket; they are constantly kept up to date
about the status of the processing of their request until it has been resolved. The person
who created the ticket has the final say if all
issues have been satisfactorily addressed and
the ticket can be closed.

Project management, consulting on the
implementation of Klopotek Software
Consulting on and conducting projects
regarding new business models and channels, acquisitions or sales of business units
Consulting on and implementing modifications to business processes and / or
new modules / features of the Klopotek
software, consulting on and implementing
changes to legislation in various countries
(e.g. higher or lower tax rates)
Various training opportunities / offerings
Consulting on configurating the software
Consulting on best practices in publishing,
on issues such as switching from ONIX 2.1
to ONIX 3.0, or integrating a portal
Functional and parallel testing
Managing of and support regarding
upgrade projects
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INTEGRATION AND BI SERVICES
Migrating master and transaction data
(assuring quality)
Integrating products of third-party
providers (synchronous / asynchronous)
Training in and consulting on using
standard procedures and web services
Developing and maintaining individual
interfaces / import – export procedures /
style sheets
Training in and consulting on using the
standard BI solutions provided by Klopotek
Developing and maintaining individual
data sources and reports

OPERATIONAL SERVICES
Installing and configuring the system
environment
Remote monitoring and support of
the system environment
Training in and consulting on in-house
operation and in-house maintenance
Status and security testing (‘health
checks‘)
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CLOUD SERVICES / HOSTING

HOTLINE SERVICES

Providing and running the Klopotek
solution (Private & Public Cloud, hosted
solution)

Providing support for technical or
professional questions regarding the
Klopotek software

Executing and monitoring reoccurring
procedures & exports / imports

Answering questions about using or
configurating the Klopotek software

Consulting on and assisting end users
in using the Klopotek software

Coordinating finding solutions for urgent
requests regarding productive and test
systems

Consulting on integrating the customer
infrastructure and application landscape
Continuous monitoring and updating
of the system environment

Ticketing system for researching and
tracking questions and issues (RACI – responsibility assignment matrix for clearly
defining / determining responsibilities)

Continuous status and security testing
(‘health checks’)
Continuous restoring routines
(disaster recovery)
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